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ULV athletes hope
to play this spring
Jacob Barriga
Arts Editor
The spring season for University of La Verne athletics is
still up in the air, though Athletic Director Scott Winterburn
is hoping the Leopards can get
back onto the field before the
end of the academic year.
“We are staying prepared,
and we want to be ready when
they tell us,” Winterburn said
this week. “But no matter what
we decide to do this spring or
next fall, we want everyone to
be safe.”
As of this week, only three
schools in the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference are taking the steps to
bring students back to campus,
and hoping to return to competition for some sports.
Redlands, Cal Lutheran and
Chapman have all made the
decision to hold athletic competitions this spring, presuming
state and county health departments don’t intervene.
These three schools are the

only schools in SCIAC that
are not located in Los Angeles
County.
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps,
Pomona-Pitzer,
Occidental,
Whittier and Caltech – all based
in Los Angeles County like La
Verne – have cancelled their
spring seasons, along with the
entire 2020-2021 academic year
sports seasons.
“In accordance with the L.A.
County Department of Public
Health (the Claremont Colleges)
are not permitted to have students back on campus, therefore
we will not be able to participate
in competitive athletics,” said
Erica Jasper, athletic director for
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps.
Los Angeles County currently has 29 positive COVID-19
cases per 100,000 people as of
Tuesday, which puts the county in the widespread, or purple,
tier for the virus according to
COVID19.ca.gov.
Some conferences across the
country have opened their athletics for the spring season. The
Southern Collegiate Athletic

Conference and the American
Southern Conference, two of the
closest Division III conferences
to the West Coast, have begun
playing competitively.
Returning to play in some
way does not necessarily mean
playing competitive games this
year. Some schools in the SCIAC are waiting to get athletes
back into the facilities and on
the field with coaches as soon as
possible.
“We want people to be safe,
but we are looking at our options,” said Rock Carter, Whittier athletic director. “If the county regulations allow for us to
have small practices and weightlifting sessions with our trainers
then we will do it but for now we
must wait and see if regulations
are able to be lessened.”
La Verne athletes are staying
ready for a potential season if
the schools give them the green
light to practice and play this
year.
“I’ve been running, hitting,
working out every day to stay
Continued on page 4

Taking a hike

Maddie Ybarra

A man walks along one of the many hiking trails in San Dimas
Canyon Park on Sycamore Canyon Road in San Dimas. In addition to hiking trails, the park also offers playgrounds, picnic areas
and open fields. See story on page 6.

University to launch 8-week module classes
Sumiko Rudisky
Staff Writer

Starting fall semester 2021,
the University of La Verne will
pilot eight-week classes embedded in the new 17-week semester.
This will provide more opportunity and variety for students, when adding classes, and
the new schedule structure will
also allow registration across
main and remote ULV campuses, with more classes adopting
hybrid learning models.
The eight-week classes,
which are still in planning development stages in various programs and departments, are part
of the broader calendar changes
at the University, designed to
align programs across main and
remote campuses into 17-week
semesters, with an earlier start
date in August and a newly add-

ed fall break.
Adding this new flexibility
may help students who work,
said Jonathan Reed, provost
and vice president of academic
affairs. He anticipates the University will pilot 100 eight-week
classes in fall 2021, with more
than 200 by spring 2022.
“We saw this as a flexibility for students, who are from
different campuses to apply to
courses who may not have been
able to in the past because of
scheduling,” said Gerard Lavatori, interim associate dean in
the College of Arts and Science.
The two eight-week modules
will be held back-to-back. Some
faculty said they are intrigued by
the flexibility and opportunity of
the shorter time-frames.
“I am excited to see what
opportunities this change will
present for faculty, staff, and
students,” Allyson Brantley, as-
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sistant professor of history, said.
This change will also help
with students who sign up for
semester-long classes and then
decide a few weeks in to drop
one of those classes. They will
be able to pick up class in the
second term and not fall too far
behind in units.

“There will be some challenges, and we need to redesign
our classes in such a way that the
students are going to be able to
finish in eight weeks,” said Seta
Whitby, professor and department chairperson of computer
science and computer engineering.

In support of the change, the
University has begun to offer
training on course design and
best practices to adapt to the
eight-week model.
The pilot courses will be
taught by those professors who
volunteer to do so in fall.
Continued on page 4

University of La Verne undergraduate students may take
any or all of their classes for
credit-no credit through the
spring 2021 semester.
This option amends the normally limited credit-no credit
option for the third semester in
a row, in light of the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and remote learning situation.
Matthew Witt, professor of
public administration and vice
president of the faculty senate,
said the intention of this option
is to mitigate some of the stress
and uncertainty that students
are facing at this difficult time.
Witt said students should
also consider how the credit-no
credit options will affect their

grade point average in course
work that might be relevant to
graduate school applications.
The decision to extend the
credit-no credit option was approved by faculty.
It was made in consideration
of a survey by the Associated
Students of ULV, which made
clear the challenges La Verne
students have been facing learning in the remote environment.
Some students do not have a
quiet place to take their online
classes, and many are feeling
the loss of peer connection, the
survey found.
According to a study done by
the department of industrial and
systems engineering at Texas
A&M University, 138 students

out of 195 students indicated
increased stress and anxiety due
to the pandemic.
This can negatively affect
grades.
Provost Jonathan Reed
wrote in in a recent email to all
students that graduate students
who would like to take classes
for credit-no credit will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis
depending on their program requirements.
The deadline for credit-no
credit declarations this semester
is May 21.
For more information on
credit-no credit options visit
laverne.edu/advising or email
advising@laverne.edu.
—Sarah Van Buskirk

Credit-no credit option
extended through spring
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Event centers Black self-care experience
Mental
health
emphasized
Ryan Konrad
Staff Writer
The University of La Verne
hosted Art With Impact’s Black
+ Mental Health + Matters event
Feb. 12 via Zoom.
The workshop focused on
uplifting and centering Black
students and faculty members in
an area that often underserves or
fails to recognize the Black experience.
The workshop provided a
space for Black students and allies to express themselves freely
through discussion and exercises.
The 36 student and faculty
participants discussed laying an
emotional framework for practicing self-care.
Facilitators said expression
is key to mental health, made
apparent through exercises that
sought to redefine and reclaim
their names through poetry.
The workshop’s primary
purpose was to supply students
with the tools necessary to break
down the stigma that is associated with mental health within the
Black community.
“Black students across the
board for the last eight years
have been underserved and
under-resourced even though
they’re on a campus where there
are services, where there’s no
limitation to access to things,
but they’re still not being serviced,” said Natalie Patterson,
creator and facilitator of the
event for the organization with
the same name.
“So the work was really important to specifically target the
Black community on these campuses,” she said.
Black + Mental Health +
Matters was developed to address those inequities surrounding mental health resources that
affect Black students.
“The primary intention is that
folks will be seen and heard and
cared for, and that it is a place of
refuge,” Patterson said.
The inviting environment encourages people to answer the
bell and speak to their fellow
participants.

“Being in a community where
I felt safe because of the number
of Black participants, the Black
speakers, as well as the allies
that were around us, it’s very
encouraging to be able to step
out and be outside of my comfort zone and hope that I can encourage somebody else to speak
up as well,” said Jai Deguerio, a
senior psychology major.
The event comes amidst
growing attention on mental
health during the COVID-19
pandemic.
“People have been home for
almost a year now and the lack
of there being in a community setting is so important,” said
Misty Levingston, the associate
director for Multicultural Affairs
and Black Student Services.
“It’s really hard during COVID
because you’re not supposed to
have these community gatherings because it’s not safe. So to
be able to gather safely and have
community was great.”
She hopes that Black + Mental Health + Matters can return
to campus and continue this
work, a sentiment Patterson emphasized that point.
“It is a priority to administrators that Black students feel seen
and valued on the campus and
not that this be an event that happens in February once a year but
that routinely happens so that
Black students can feel connected and can feel seen and heard
and also that other students have
the opportunity to participate in
allyship.” Patterson said
Antoinette Lorenzo, a junior
business administration major,
said she hopes more students realize that these events are such
opportunities.
“I know a lot of people join
events and they’re not Black
and they’re like ‘wow I really
learned a lot about myself doing
this even though I’m not Black
myself,’ but I feel like it’s important for everyone because
they still learn about themselves
and they also learn things about
our mentality and culture.” Lorenzo said.
Art With Impact is an organization that promotes mental
wellness with expression and
connection through media and
was sponsored by the Center
for Multicultural Services, the
Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion and the Lewis Center.
Ryan Konrad can be reached
at ryan.konrad@laverne.edu.

screenshot by Armida Carranza

Speaker Natalie Patterson takes a moment during
her lecture to take a moment to breathe and
check in with those in attendance on Feb. 12 at
the Black + Mental Health + Matters event held

via Zoom. Patterson stopped to let the audience
acknowledge their emotions because she said
members of the Black community are often told
to repress their emotions.

Speaker discusses racism
raised during pandemic
Anabel Martinez
Staff Writer
William Joseph Barber II,
president and senior lecturer
of Repairers of the Breach, a
non-profit that seeks to uphold
Constitutional values such as
equal protection under the law,
encouraged community members to become proactive in the
change of American policy issues during a lecture Saturday at
Pomona College via Zoom.
Pomona President Gabrielle
Starr interviewed Barber during
the lecture on such issues as diversity, equity and inclusion at
the event, before a virtual audience of roughly 350.
Barber described “interconnected injustices” in the American system, such as systematic
racism, systemic poverty, environmental damage, denial of
health care, false morality and

more.
“These are … interlocking
injustices that require a fusion
movement, a movement of all
races of people – particularly
poor and low-wealth people, and
moral leaders to come together
and challenge,” Barber said.
Barber explained that the
coronavirus pandemic during
the past year has exposed these
injustices.
He described that low-income minority groups are being
displaced in our society as it is
they who put their lives at risk
during the pandemic working
face-to-face and blue collar jobs.
“In a world where a virus can
travel around from one side of
the world to the other in a matter
of weeks or months, everyone is
our neighbor,” said Liz Cornell
of Fellowship Church in Monrovia, who attended the event.
“We need to do a better job of

caring for each other.”
Barber said his “agenda” is to
heal the nation as well criticizing the government during such
a difficult time.
“We need universal health
care. We need to repeal the tax
cuts that took $2 trillion and
gave more money away to corporations” he said.
He encouraged the audience
to question whether the systems
we have in place are for the general welfare, or do they just support the rich.
Barber urged the youth at the
event to take these issues personally.
“I think the next generation
really cares about these things
and I think they are going to be
picking up this (leadership) and
carrying it,” Cornell added.
Anabel Martinez can be
reached at anabel.martinez2@
laverne.edu.

What makes
a curious reader?
You do.
Read to your child today and inspire
a lifelong love of reading.
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Trump deserves blame
for Capitol Hill attack

T

he insurrection that took place on Capitol Hill
on Jan. 6 brought chaos and havoc to what already was a tumultuous presidential election
process.
Although Donald Trump was not convicted by
the Senate in the resulting impeachment trial, there
is no doubt that the former president had major influence over his supporters and the reckless protests
that left five people dead and more than 140 injured.
Despite Trump’s acquittal, he should still be held
responsible for the events that occurred at Capitol
Hill and barred from holding a U.S government position in the future.
The Senate’s 57-43 vote against him was the largest bipartisan majority for conviction in the history
of presidential impeachment trials. But it still wasn’t
enough to be effective, thanks to the Senate’s filibuster rules, which required 60 votes.
With only seven Republican votes to impeach
him, Trump was able to slip away this time. But this
is far from over yet.
Although the 14th amendment is known for granting citizenship and equal civil and legal rights to African Americans and slaves after the American Civil
War, section 3 of the amendment states something
vital to the future conviction of Trump. Section 3
states, “No person shall hold any United States or
state office who, having previously taken an oath as
an officer of the United States, to support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in
insurrection or rebellion against the United States,
or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof.”
Trump is not immune from being held account-

able by the criminal justice system or civil litigation.
Even though there will need to be extensive investigations made to find concrete evidence between
Trump and his influence over the Capitol Hill attack,
we must not forget he addressed those insurrectionists by publicly stating “We love you, you’re very
special” after they stormed the Capitol building, obstructed the certification of the presidential election
results and put the lives of Congressional leaders in
danger.
On Monday, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D–California) announced plans for a 9/11-style
commission to investigate the “facts and causes” related to the attack on the U.S Capitol.
Sen. Chris Coons (D–Delaware) expressed his
support for the commission during ABC’s “This
Week.”
It may seem absurd to think that Congress should
be able to keep someone from the presidential seat,
but the Capitol Hill insurrection was a monumental
attack on democracy and deserves a firm response.
Still, a combination between legislation and litigation will be needed to keep Donald Trump from
holding office again.

Letters to the Editor

The Campus Times encourages readers to submit letters to the editors regarding topics covered
in the paper. Letters should be no more than 400
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The Campus Times reserves the right to edit letters for clarity, space and libel. Letters may be
sent to ctimes@laverne.edu.
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New law protects students in debt
Lindsey Pacela
Staff Writer

The California Student Borrower Bill of Rights law took
effect recently to protect college
students and recent graduates in
this financially challenging time.
The law, Assembly Bill 376,
was approved by the legislature
in August 2020, and went into
effect last month.
It protects students who borrow for their education as follows: It sets time frames for student loan providers that must be
followed; it maintains records;
and it requires proper training
for customer service personnel
in how not to engage in unfair
practices.
As of 2020 there are nearly
four million borrowers in California alone today, at an average
of $36,400 of debt per person,
and a combined debt of $138
billion, according to Education-

Data.org.
The new law does not eliminate student debt, but it protects
students from aggressive student
loan providers, who have taken
advantage of students in the
past.
“These bad practices developed over years (had) no outlook on helping to manage student debt with billions of dollars
being contributed to just interest
alone,” said the law’s author,
State Assembly Member Mark
Stone, D-Santa Barbara.
Stone said he wrote the law
because of his growing concern
for California students. This law
could be a way for the state to
protect them, Stone said.
“The longer people are tied
to debt, the longer it is until they
can contribute to the economy,”
Stone added.
The National Center for Education Statistics in the U.S. Department of Education reported

that public undergraduate college tuition in the United States
has risen nearly 30% between
2007 and 2018.
Private college tuition has
risen by 23% during that time
period, after adjusting for inflation.
During that same time period,
the Center found that undergraduate students who were awarded
financial aid at four-year degree-granting post-secondary institutions between 2006 to 2018
rose 7%.
In 2016, California enacted the Student Loan Servicing
Act, which allows student loan
service providers to legally provide services only if they have
a license through the California
Department of Business Oversight, and allows commissioners
of the Department to conduct investigations of applications and
licenses.
The Student Borrower Bill

of Rights improves on the 2016
law with increased protections
for borrowers.
Carson Bechtel, political science major at the University of
La Verne, was pleased to hear
about the new law’s protections.
“If people’s first credit exposure (is) their student loans, then
they need to know everything
that comes with it to avoid lifelong debt,” Bechtel said.
Carlos Cervantes, associate
dean of academic support and
retention services, said student
loan providers often take advantage of these loans which are different from home mortgages or
car loans.
“A Bill of Rights, protecting
students from predatory loan
services – something that has
been long overdue,” Cervantes
said.
Jason Neidleman, professor
of political science, said that the
way things have been going with

the loan companies and increasing student debt is “similar to
the dot-com bubble” of the early
2000s.
He said young adults are now
continuously forced to feed their
disposable income into their
student loan debts, instead of
focusing it on stimulating the
economy.
He added that they are also
no longer free to explore employment options outside of
what will help pay back these
loans.
Neidleman added that this
law was a part of a larger effort
by state and federal governments
to begin relief for students, as a
stepping stone into the future.
The state and federal governments have a choice, Neidleman
said: “Either continue to manufacture debt or deal with it.”
Lindsey Pacela can be
reached at lindsey.pacela@
laverne.edu.

California high schools to require ethnic studies
Sebastián Abdon Ibarra
LV Life Editor
High school students in California will be required to take
a semester of ethnic studies as
a requisite for graduation starting with the incoming freshman
class of 2025-2026 in accordance with a new state law.
“According to the state Department of Education, ethnic studies is the study of four
groups: Latinos, African Americans, Asian Americans and Native Americans,” said State Assembly Member Jose Medina,
D-Riverside, who authored the
new law.
“The classes study history,
culture, and their contributions
to California and the United
States,” Medina said.
Medina, a former high school
teacher, said he wrote the bill because students become engaged
when they are able to learn about
their histories and cultures.
Medina originally aimed
for this bill to be implemented
a year earlier, but he ran into
problems with forming the curriculum.

Corrections

The Campus Times is
committed to accuracy.
When we make mistakes,
however, it is our policy
to correct them as soon
as they are brought to
our attention. If you find
a mistake in the Campus
Times, please let us know
at ctimes@laverne.edu.
The story “Black gay
publishers recount origins
of their publications” (Feb.
12) gave an incorrect definition of the word “wickers.” The term actually refers to a woman who loves
other women. The Campus
Times regrets the error.

He decided to give the Department of Education another
year and to also give school districts enough time to prepare.
Schools will have four different curriculum options to choose
from.
There will be a course based
on the model curriculum in ethnic studies developed by the
Instructional Quality Commission, a group in the Department
of Education, an existing ethnic
studies course, an ethnic studies
course taught as part of a course
that has been approved as meeting the A-G requirements of the
University of California and the
California State University, or a
locally developed ethnic studies
course approved by the governing board of the school district
or the governing body of the
charter school, according to the
text of the legislation, Assembly
Bill 101.
Medina said the state Board

of Education will vote next
month on the model curriculum of ethnic studies, which has
been developed over the last
three years by the Department of
Education.
He said that it is 600 pages
long and it will serve as a guide
for school districts to model
their classes after.
As for the cost to the state,
there has already been $5 million allocated in the governor’s
budget for the implementation
of this new law.
“That $5 million that is allocated now, would go to school
districts for professional development, and creation of instructional materials,” Medina
said. “The cost to the state of
California will be in the several
millions of dollars to implement
it statewide.”
“I think an ethnic studies
class would be super helpful,”
said Zack Kreines, a senior at

8-week classes...
Continued from page 1
The eight-week classes could
also be beneficial to student athletes whose seasons are often
time intensive for a short period
of time.
“I think it will alleviate
the pressure of taking all your
courses in 16 weeks, by breaking it up. As a student athlete,

having the opportunity to take
classes when my season is close
to being over, is very beneficial
to me,” said Porsche Double, junior psychology major and water polo player.
Sumiko Rudisky can be
reached at sumiko.rudisky@
laverne.edu.

Campus Times Online
The award-winning Campus Times
online edition is updated throughout
the week with event coverage and
breaking news.
Visit lvcampustimes.org for current and past stories, and additional
columns and blogs.
You can like us on Facebook
and follow us on Twitter @lvcampustimes and Instagram
@campustimes for all the latest updates on local and on-campus news. Send us story ideas over social media or email to
ctimes@laverne.edu.

Claremont High School. “I personally find it very interesting,
aside from me personally I think
ethnic studies is really important
for students. Not just in California, but all across the U.S.”
He said students often graduate without the knowledge they
need about what race is and how
racism currently exists in America.
“There is a lack of knowledge
in the people currently graduating high school that could be
hopefully remedied with an ethnic studies requirement,” Kreines said.
Kreines said the only way
he can see this bill go wrong
is if the curriculum is not good
enough or if the teachers are not
qualified or effective enough to
teach it.
Maya Garcia, a senior at Claremont High School, said that it
is essential for high school students, and even middle school

students, to be exposed to ethnic
studies courses.
“As a high school student so
far I have definitely noticed racial tension and discrimination
on campus,” Garcia said. “I see
it going on, I would say that it
is everywhere from extracurriculars, to sports, and in the actual classroom. Having an ethnic
studies requirement would mandate everyone be exposed to the
issue.”
Sebastián Abdon Ibarra can
be reached at sebastian.ibarra@
laverne.edu.

Athletes...

Continued from page 1
ready for this season,” said
Adam Santa Cruz, baseball
player and graduate student in
teacher education.
“I’m doing this not only for
my team and the chance to play,
but I’m also doing this for my
well-being and to set an example
as my coach always preaches to
us,” he said.
For now the University of La
Verne is waiting for a decrease
in COVID-19 cases before
making any decisions about the
spring season.
“We are willing to wait this
out as long as it takes,” Winterburn said. “The University
has made a commitment to the
department and they understand
what athletics means to the students, so we are trying our best
to be safe and get out on the
field.”
Jacob Barriga can be reached
at jacob.barriga@laverne.edu.

Save a life. Don’t Drive HoMe buzzeD.
BUZZED DRIVING IS DRUNK DRIVING.
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Couples, singles share love with CAB
Taylor Moore
Staff Writer
While traditionally for couples, Valentine’s Day offered
a chance to feel a sense of normalcy to couples and singles on
Feb. 12 at the “Are You in Love?
Or Are You Heartbroken?” event
hosted by the Campus Activities
Board through Zoom.
Sophomore communications
major Gabriella Cummings,
CAB spirit chair and the host of
the event, said she planned the
event so that all students feel included in the holiday, regardless
of their relationship status.
“Let’s reuse Valentine’s Day
to benefit yourself,” Cummings
said.
When students first joined,
they were instructed to take out
the mason jars they had received
in their giveaway packages after
securing their spot to the event.
The giveaway also included
snacks and a portable charger,
all of which were shipped individually to the attendees’ homes.
Brianna Avila, freshman biology major, saw the flyer for the
event on Instagram.
“I felt seen, you know? I was
intrigued. Also, there were free
snacks and it sounded like a
good time,” Avila said.
“I wanted to make an event

screenshot by Ashton Berry

Gabriella Cummings, sophomore communications major and Campus Activities Board spirit chair, starts a Kahoot quiz about pop
culture and Marvel movies Feb. 12 at the “Are You in Love? Or

Are You Heartbroken?” event. The event was held in celebration of
Valentine’s Day as a way to get singles and couples together for a
night of community.

for students to attend that can be
fun without structure, so it can
be pretty open to what people
want to do,” Cummings said.
She explained that she chose
the event name to target an audience of both singles and couples.  
“If you are in a happy relationship, good for you. I am
a little jealous, but I am happy
for you. You guys can write cute
date ideas for your jars,” Cummings said. “If you’re single like
me, you can write affirmations
for yourself.”
The event quickly turned into
a social event for students to

chat as they would if they were
on campus.
Students discussed subjects
such as current shows they have
been binging and put polls for
other students to answer in the
Zoom chat.
Cummings suggested a
Kahoot game on pop culture,
where most of the 18 attendees were eager to participate.
Friendly banter was exchanged
as some participants got playfully competitive with one another
throughout the game.
She said she had hoped the
event would be an opportunity

for students to relax after the
second week of the second semester.
Cummings invited the attendees to play another Kahoot
game entirely dedicated to Marvel trivia, since a lot of the students shared a liking for it.
Students joked with each
other, so much so that the event
went past its scheduled end time
of 8 p.m.
Lauren Holcomb, sophomore
educational studies major, was
the winner of the pop culture
themed Kahoot game.
“I like to come to events to

support my fellow Leos and
Leas as well as giving myself a
break from school work,” Holcomb said.
Kiara Ortiz Figueroa, freshman criminology major, who
won second place in the first
Kahoot game, shared the same
intentions as Holcomb in joining
the event.
“I wanted to have a stress free
day since I did not have classes
today. I wanted to enjoy some
‘me-time’ before the weekend,”
said Holcomb.
Taylor Moore can be reached
at taylor.moore@laverne.edu.

best investment throughout this
pandemic has been a new desk
for her bedroom.
It has become essential for
online classes, as it gives her
a comfortable setting to do her
work.
“Some things that have
helped me have been planning
my week out in advance, color
coding my planner for classes
and getting a file organizer,”
Hernandez said, giving her tips
to succeed in online classes.
Mitchell Calderilla, sophomore musical theater major,
said he prefers a minimalistic
monochrome look for his room,
specifically with a neutral color
palette.
He said he avoids things being cluttered by having all of his
items organized and in a designated area.
Calderilla said comfort is his
No. 1 priority for online classes, so he says he always props
a pillow and lights a candle to
create a relaxing atmosphere in
his bedroom.   
Most of the students highlighted organization and cleanliness as their top priority, emphasizing how a clean room boosts
concentration during classes.
Taylor Austin, senior education major, said her room has
been the cleanest it has ever

been during the pandemic. She
said having a messy room made
her feel overwhelmed.
For her, keeping everything
organized and clean creates a
calming and relaxing environment.
Aiden Ramos, junior business administration major, said
cleaning and organizing his
room was the best way to make
his room more comfortable
during the pandemic.
He removed childhood posters from his walls, threw away
miscellaneous items from his
drawers, rearranged his clothes
and organized all of his personal
belongings in different drawers.
He believes a clean space allows
him to think better.
Stephanie E. Hardwood, junior educational studies major,
said constantly rearranging her
room keeps her motivated. She
added pictures that make her
happy in front of her desk to
keep her going when doing work
or attending classes.
Hardwood has also bought
a whole new bedroom set that
is more convenient for online
school.
Her personal tip is keeping
her room clean and accessible
is key for success for online
school.  
Many students noted that

having a designated space for
classes made online school easier and more manageable.
According to a study published at the Princeton University Neuroscience Institute, a cluttered environment diminishes
students’ ability to focus, as well
as it also limits the brain’s ability to process information.
Julieta Del Toro, sophomore
theater major, emphasized that
her room is actually really bare,
incorporating a simple style after watching the documentary
“Minimalism” on Netflix.  
“My room is very minimalistic. There is nothing on the
walls,” sophomore Del Toro
said. “If it looks neat and organized then I’m at peace.”
Many students said they preferred a minimalistic style over
extravagant décor.
Kathryn Ann Burleson, se-

nior criminology major, said a
cheerful atmosphere is her go-to
style.
“I have surrounded myself
with uplifting colors,” she said.
She also added pictures and
crafts from her sorority, boosting her energy and motivation.
María Fernanda Reynoso,
sophomore psychology major,
said some elements she added
to make her room more tolerable
are oils and plants.
She bought an oil diffuser
and essential oils to aid relaxation and make her space more
peaceful.
Moreover, students included
elements that made them feel
happy and comfortable in their
rooms as a way to improve their
mood and boost their positivity.
Andrea
Molina
can
be
reached
at
andrea.
molinamartinez@laverne.edu.

Students make rooms safe space amid pandemic
Andrea Molina
Staff Writer
Monotony, isolation, boredom, stress, anxiety; all words
that come to mind about the
experience of living through a
pandemic. It is not ideal for students’ mental health.
Nevertheless, it’s in human
nature to adapt to difficult circumstances, and several students
have redecorated their rooms in
order to inspire themselves amid
the tediousness of living during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Serena Alana Cardona, junior
business administration major,
said her mental health is affected
by her environment and redecorating her bedroom has become
her “new normal” during the
pandemic.
She enjoys switching her layout every week, getting daily inspiration from the social media
app Pinterest.
She describes her room as a
Zen environment, incorporating
calmer tones such as white and
beige colors, as well as adding
plants and candles to add to the
relaxing atmosphere.
“My room has definitely become my safe place,” Cardona
said.
Alyssa Hernandez, sophomore biology major, said her
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Master teaches basics of bird watching
Jaydelle Herbert
Staff Writer

The California Botanic Garden hosted its first online birding event Saturday afternoon to
kickstart National Bird Month.
Tina Stoner, president of the
Pomona Valley Audubon Society, led the event and gave an
hour-long lecture regarding the
basics of being a birder.
Stoner started the discussion
with the benefits of birding in
Southern California, which provides the ideal climate for the
activity.
“Birding connects you to
nature,” Stoner said. “It is also
considered a mindfulness practice; reduces your stress.”
Stoner, who has been birding
for 12 years, first familiarized
the 57 attendees with the parts
of binoculars, how to adjust the
lens to fit your eyes, and stressed
the importance of keeping them
clean.
Stoner called upon her unofficial oath for attendees to
remember the importance of
cleaning binoculars the night before going out to bird watch.
“I promise to put my binoculars away clean so that they
are always ready to go birding,”
Stoner said.
A successful birding strategy
Stoner explained to the audience of beginners is first to scan
for a bird, then keep your eyes
focused on the bird, and that’s
when you bring the binoculars
up to their eyes.
“Most rookies look at the
bird and look down at their binoculars. Then they bring them
up to their eyes, they lose the
bird,” Stoner said.
The most common question
Stoner received is which binoculars are best for birding.
Stoner suggested simply
searching the best binoculars
for birding will show potential
buyer’s helpful guides based on
their budget.
Field guide books are essential for birding to help birders
identify the major grouping of
birds through images, written
descriptions of the bird, and
range map.
Another common rookie mistake is not checking the range
map.
“Check the range map to
see if the bird is likely to be in
your area because there might
be something in the text that
will eliminate your first choice
for identifying the bird,” Stoner
said.
Electronic field guides and
mobile apps such as Audubon,
Sibley and iBird go beyond the
standard paperback field guides
due to the additional advantage
of having clips identifying birds
through their signature songs
and calls.
Event moderator Kristen
Barker repeated Stoner’s second
unofficial oath of birding – to
make sure birders know that it
is common for birds not to look
like the bird in field guides.
Barker, who is a beginner in
birding, said she loved the idea
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Tina Stoner, president of the Pomona Valley Audubon Society, recommends some introductory guides to birding and gives basics on

how to start out in bird watching on Saturday at the California Botanic Garden’s Introduction to Birding class held via Zoom.

behind Stoner’s unofficial oaths
with the attendees.
“I will learn from my mistakes. I will accept that I will not
be able to ID every bird. There
is nothing to be gained by forcing an ID. Not every ID mystery
will be solved,” Barker said.
While field notes containing
the location, the bird’s species,
drawings and behaviors are a
few common characteristics listed, having those field notes are
not required for birding.
However, Stoner highly recommends taking field notes on
every birding trip.
Stoner used an example to
stress how field notes help speed
up the learning process and help

Southern California has various habitats throughout the
region, from coastal to desert.
Stoner shared how Southern
California’s habitats have created the widest variety of birds.
“This is what makes Los Angeles the ‘birdiest’ county in the
country,” Stoner said.
Margaret Teske, a seven-year
member of the California Botanic Garden, learned through Stoner’s presentation which field
guides to buy as she continues
her passion for birding.
“I bought some of the books
already through Amazon,”
Teske said.
Beyond teaching the culture
behind birding, Stoner valued

motivate people to go outside to
bird watch.
“I made a note (of the bird)
probing the mud and how the
bill was the same length as the
legs. With those two bits of information I was able to find in
the field guide that the bird was
the Long-billed Dowitcher,”
Stoner said.
The key observations to identify a bird include the size and
shape, color pattern, behavior
and habitat, but the main area of
the bird to observe are the wings
and head.
“The birds are perpetually in
motion and you may not have a
chance to evaluate the overall
body,” Stoner said.

her role in teaching the attendees
what her professor didn’t teach
her as a beginner birder.
“The class was based on what
I wish I was told when I first
started,” Stoner said.
A recording of the Introduction to Birding event is available on the California Botanic
Garden YouTube channel at
youtube.com/watch?v=Z22JP9RUtB4.
The California Botanic Garden has its Bird Month events
listed on their website, calbg.
org/events-programs/calbgbird-month.
Jaydelle Herbert can be
reached at jaydelle.herbert@
laverne.edu.

First Person Experience

San Dimas Canyon Park offers
safe alternative to gyms
Angie Lopez-Yepes
Staff Writer
From the easy hiking trails,
to children’s playgrounds and
the open grassy areas, San Dimas Canyon Community Regional Park offers a fun and
easy nature ground that has
something for everyone.
When I entered the park, I
immediately saw a sitting area
and playground for children.
Because it was my first time
there, I got lost trying to find
the hiking site because there
were many paths one could take
while driving.
Luckily, I was able to get
help from Macy Williams, resident of La Verne, who was in
the car next to me and gladly explained to me where to go.
“I’ve been going here forever because I just love how
peaceful I feel when I’m here,”
Williams said.

On the extra drive to the
main site, I saw horses, heard
chickens and saw a place designated for horseback riding.
It was time to start the mini
adventure I had planned with
my dog, TJ, and it just felt like
the perfect weather to be outside
and enjoy the sun.
There weren’t as many people as I would have thought
there would be, which I liked
because I was able to socially
distance myself.
As someone who loves taking hikes, this one was not difficult at all and is even perfect to
take children and pets who are
not used to rigorous trails.
“I remember when I first
came here I thought it would
be a [harder] hike, but it’s more
of a fun place to take your kid,”
Sheila Murillo, La Verne resident, said.
Murillo says she likes taking the mini hike trails with her

daughter and then let her play
on the playground.
However, there are people
who prefer hikes to be miles
long and harder than a casual
walk.
“I Googled hikes near me
and this one came out but it’s
not really a hike” visitor Jason
Wimberly said.
Wimberly is visiting from
Kalamazoo, Michigan, to stay
at his sister’s house for the rest
of the month.
One of my favorite things
I saw on the little hike were a
group of bunnies just hopping
across the path.
Once I was done hiking, I
found a small dog park that is
somewhat secluded where I saw
owners letting their dogs run
freely.
“Normally at parks there’s
no real area for dogs to roam
free without the probability of a
car passing by,” Zechary Evans

of West Covina said.
Evans said he brings his dog
every morning to let him run
until he tires himself out.
It was fun to see the dogs just
playing around and having the
best time.
As someone who never goes
outside without my dog having
a leash, I was hesitant to let her
go play with the dogs because I
did not want her to escape.
Somehow, I felt comfortable
and safe enough to let go of the
leash and it felt wonderful seeing my dog have fun and run
until she was tired.
So, if you’re looking for a
place where you can ride your
horses, take your kids and dogs,
or even have a peaceful walk
with nature, visit the San Dimas
Canyon Community Regional
Park.
Angie Lopez-Yepes can be
reached at angie.lopezyepes@
laverne.edu.

